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Abstract
Smartwatches now provide users with access to many applications on smartphones direct from their wrists, without the need to touch their smartphone. While applications such as email, messaging, calendar and social networking provide views on the watch, there is normally no text entry method so users cannot reply on the same device. Here we introduce requirements for smartwatch text entry, an optimised alphabetic layout and present a prototype implementation together with preliminary user feedback. While raising some problems, the feedback gives indicates that reasonable quality and speed is achievable on a smartwatch and encourages our future work.
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Introduction
Text entry is a key component of many smartphone applications, ranging from adding simple diary entries through social network postings to writing complex business emails and documents. The recent release of smartwatches has met considerable interest, but...
without text entry the interaction is frustratingly limited. One can see posts, short-messages and emails but one can't reply on the same device. In this work-in-progress we outline a text entry approach for smartwatches and also describe our initial prototype (Fig. 1) and an initial small-scale usability study.

**Text entry on small devices**

Before the widespread adoption of touch screen smartphones, 12-key physical keypad phones were the most common text entry method on small devices (sometimes much smaller than the current relatively large screen phones). Predictive technologies (e.g. [4, 10, 11]) interpreted the ambiguous keys (usually three or four letters per key) into words. This approach was shown to achieve around 10 words per minute (wpm) for novices and around 20-25 wpm for experts in controlled studies [12]. We investigated using this approach with reduced number of keys - initially targeting watches [3], but due to technological restrictions our system was implemented on a touchscreen handheld, and later, to reduce movement, on physical key phones [6]. While in theory ambiguous predictive text quality was very high (over 90% accurate), each key sequence could match many different words. Some of these sequences included pairs of common words that caused particular problems (e.g. on a standard phone keypad he and if were typed on the same keys, as were good and home). The early models of prediction were based on simple unigram dictionary models where the most common word matching a sequence was suggested. Nowadays, phones have much more power and memory so can easily support more complex prediction models, which greatly reduces the impact of ambiguity by taking the context of the words into account.

Alternative approaches for input on small devices include handwriting with a stylus, but this has been shown to be relatively slow at under 20 wpm [16], fast but difficult to learn chord keyboards (e.g. [15]), specialised alphabets (e.g. [8, 19]) and sending handwritten image messages instead of text [13].

One system of particular note is ZoomBoard [17] that miniaturises the QWERTY keyboard onto a watch, with the user first zooming into an area then picking a letter. ZoomBoard achieved approx. 10wpm in studies and our work is essentially investigating whether predictive based approaches can surpass this using single taps per letter. Many domestic appliances such as TV guides and games consoles use a date-stamp inspired method, where the user scrolls through the alphabet and picks letters on a 2D line or 3D grid. In their early work on small device text entry Bellman and MacKenzie [1] showed this to be a slow entry method that was not particularly helped by dynamic optimisation.

Speech input is an obvious alternative but is still prone to problems with background noise, spoken accents and is less private and discrete than typing.

**Criteria for smartphone style text entry on smartwatches**

For appropriate interaction on a smartwatch we constrained our design by the following criteria, derived from the literature and our own experience:

- Entry must be based on finger use: for casual interaction using a stylus is inappropriate.
Entry must target a small display (e.g. 25x25 mm) with simple touchscreen interaction.

Limited dynamic feedback - current smartwatches have limited on device processing with much processing handled on the paired phone. Providing dynamic graphical feedback can challenge the communication between devices.

Entry should focus on small messages and short texts but should support a wide range of input:
- Common Western European alphabets in upper and lower case;
- Numbers
- Common punctuation;
- Common symbols (e.g. widely used social networking symbols).

Should support simple editing of text (e.g. caret movement and backspace).

For accurate tapping with fingers touch targets should be reasonably large, e.g. >= 7 mm.

Interaction should include simple gestures that are easy to learn and remember and which users are already familiar with, e.g. on-screen taps and simple short unidirectional swipes that are independent of their location on screen.

**Initial Design**

We decided to focus on taps for the prime input method, as this is the quickest simple interaction to perform. Although word based gesture input techniques (e.g. [14, 20]) have shown great benefits for mobile phones, we felt that simple taps on large keys are more suited to the watch environment. As such we segmented the display into seven zones as shown in Figure 2. Zones 1 to 6 form large ambiguous keys while the centre zone shows the current input text and acts as a space bar.

While there has been considerable work on optimised keyboard layouts (e.g. [2, 5, 9, 18]), here we decided to maintain a standard alphabetical layout to aid pick-up usability. For alphabet entry the user will type on keys 1...6 with the input being disambiguated by the text entry system (running on the paired smartphone).

Interaction was defined as follows:

1. A tap on an ambiguous key enters that key number and updates the current word display to reflect the most likely word from the disambiguation engine based on the current number-key sequence.
2. A first tap on the central zone adds a space, with subsequent taps rotating round alternative suggestions that match the ambiguous entry.
3. Swipes are defined as shown in table 1. In punctuation and numeric modes the zones 1...6 are replaced with alternative layouts. Where available, a rightwards swipe gesture can be used for word completion.
4. A long press on the centre swipe gesture can be used for word completion.

**Figure 2: entry layout**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>EFG</td>
<td>KL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>HIJ</td>
<td>MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>QRS</td>
<td>TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WX</td>
<td>YZ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Gesture definitions**

- Backspace
- Word completion
- Toggle capitalisation
- Numeric punctuation mode
While we decided to restrict the design to an alphabetic ordering, there are, of course, many ways to split the alphabet. There are two competing optimisation criteria here: ambiguity of the layout vs movement distance.

To reduce ambiguity errors the best assignment of letters to keys would result in the lowest ambiguity of keystrokes by separating letters that can commonly cause confusion when in the same location in a word (e.g. putting a and e on the same key would be problematic as common words such as bed and bad, for example, are only differentiated by this pair). Arranging the splits can help minimise the distance a user has to move his/her finger when entering text by putting commonly co-occurring letters on the same key. In the extreme case putting all 26 letters on one key would minimise the amount of movement of the fingers while typing, but at a massive cost to ambiguity.

We analysed the 53,131 possible alphabetic arrangements using a normalised ambiguity score based on badgrams frequencies for English and distance based on bigram data (using same data as [5]). The least ambiguous keyboard was abcd efg hijkl m nop qrs tuv wxyz while the keyboard with least travel for the finger was abcd efg hjkl m nop qr stu v w x y z. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the layouts (both axes are scaled to the range 0…1, where 0 is the worst we found and 1 the best). Because distances are small on a watch, we felt it more important to select a keyboard layout that minimised ambiguity rather than movement. Hence, to select a keyboard we took a weighted average giving disambiguation score more weight than distance score. The best compromise keyboard was selected as abcd efghi jklmn opqrs tuv wxyz which is very high ranking in disambiguation score and the highest distance scored keyboard on the plateau in Figure 3 (this keyboard is shown in red (top centre)). For reference the traditional phone keyboard is shown in orange in Figure 3 (top left) - showing our 6-letter-key layout performs very close to the 8-letter-key phone layout in terms of raw ambiguity of layout. However, as discussed above, prediction technology has improved considerably since physical phone predictive text so we expect much higher prediction accuracy in practice.
Initial Implementation
Building on the OpenAdaptxt [7] framework provided us with a powerful disambiguation engine that gives contextually based word suggestions, word completion and next word prediction. Our implementation was built using OpenAdaptxt running on a Sony Xperia Android smartphone paired to a Sony SmartWatch 2. This watch has a 30 x 25 mm screen linked by Bluetooth to the smartphone, where the bulk of processing is done.

For our initial prototype we implemented elements 1 and 2 of our design from above along with the backspace ← and completion → gestures. As users typed, the previous context of their entries was used to steer disambiguation using OpenAdaptxt English dictionaries. Figure 1 shows our initial implementation and Figure 4 a storyboard of entering a short phrase.

Preliminary User Studies
We conducted preliminary user studies with four users entering standard short phrases. While clearly preliminary, our users did appear to quickly adapt to the layout and had little trouble finding letters in the new layout. They also found the word completion gesture quite natural and found prediction quality high. However, two categories of issues were raised: sensitivity of the watch and screen layout design.

In need of careful investigation before a larger study we found some problems with sensitivity. In particular the watch appears unresponsive to fast repeat taps on the same button, as users were initially trying to tap the actual letters rather than the large ambiguous buttons. An ability to quickly swap back to (or perhaps show in miniature / watermark) the context of text entry from the original application will also be investigated.

The current layout has a fairly narrow central "space bar" - this needs to be vertically expanded in the revised version. Giving some visual indication that this is a space bar may also help, as this was not obvious on first use. The space between the upper and lower letters on each ambiguous key also needs to be reduced and more indication given that the group forms a single button, as users were initially trying to tap the actual letters rather than the large ambiguous buttons.

Discussion and Future Directions
In this work-in-progress we have introduced an optimised layout for ambiguous smartwatch text entry that maintains alphabetic sorting while attaining high disambiguation quality and keeping finger movement distance low. In our preliminary studies we have seen that users can adapt easily to the key layout and found the prediction quality high, but we also found some interaction and visual problems that need further investigation.

We are now developing our code into a fully functional smartwatch text entry method following the criteria we have outlined here. Once complete we will conduct extensive user studies to analyse potential speed. One interesting opportunity is to more fully exploit the word completion and next word suggestion features of OpenAdaptxt - these can provide very fast entry on a word-by-word basis for regularly used phrases or...
language constructions. However, adding controls for these in the tight space on the watch will be challenging.
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